
The following evaluation is a Vocal Profile developed from the research tenets of Human BioAcoustics.  The 

software used for this evaluation is available to the public from www.nanoVoice.org at no charge.  

 

from behind closed doors:                                           
Could/Should Donald Trump be the next US President? 

http://video.foxnews.com/v/4647077/shoppers-market-save-or-

splurge/?cmpid=NL_FNTopHeadlines_20110415#/v/4645819/donald-trump-on-

hannity/?playlist_id=87485 

Donald 
Trump on 
'Hannity' 
Apr 14, 2011 
- 8:22 -  
Exclusive: Sean sits down with potential 2012 
candidate  

Could Donald Trump be our next 

President?  Would Trump like to be the 

next US President? 

Three Vocal snippets plus a composite 

was used to create an overview of Trump’s motives and intentions concerning a possible bid for the US 

Presidency in 2012.   

Would Trump make good President?   Likely with the financial situation we are in he could whip things 

into shape.  The composite of his vocal print show a man with vision and someone “sensitive” the future 

outcomes.  He works from gut level and behaviors not from the intellectual perspective of “what works 

in theory”. 

There is ample ego involved but I think that is secondary to his wanting to do what is right for a good 

cause.  Because there is intention coming from sources outside himself, I get the idea that his running 

was an idea that was hatched at a strategy board meeting; with the real agenda well hidden.  He is liked 

by both sides of the playing field:  democrats and republicans. 

It is my opinion that plan were make – maybe even The Donald himself – that he would run interference 

for both parties on a subject neither party can touch – Obama’s eligibility for the Presidency.   The group 

is attempting to put pressure on Obama’s camp using Trump’s influence and money.  From other prints I 

have done recently, it is obvious that many Democrats want rid of Obama. 

Obama was a great motivational speaker throughout his campaign but he has lost a great deal of his 

credibility; he is an inept President.  Both parties want rid of him and Trump has volunteered to venture 

into territory that only he can tread.  Anyone who attacks Obama in this way – whether warranted or 

http://video.foxnews.com/v/4647077/shoppers-market-save-or-splurge/?cmpid=NL_FNTopHeadlines_20110415#/v/4645819/donald-trump-on-hannity/?playlist_id=87485
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not – cannot be looked on favorable by the majority of those who controls the votes.  Trump has 

willingly taken on the role and he is aware of the consequences. 

 

Will Trump continue to make a move toward the Presidency? Yes until all the dirt is out in the open. He 

likes the idea of running but it would be a step down for him.  In addition, he doesn’t want to depart 

from his “brutal business” image.  He also knows and will be faced with his indiscretions about his 

women/wives, black hearted business deals and his contributions and support of both parties. 

In addition someone will bring up his hair – if he can’t face what’s under his hair, he certainly can’t face 

the issues of being President.  Stupid but it will become an issue. 

COMPOSITE showing a concerned citizen who is willing to put himself on the line to make a better 

future. 

 

During the interview with Hannity, Trump was confronted with the fact that he has donated to the 

Democratic Party although he would be running on the Republican ticket.  There is a large hidden 

agenda with this short segment that shows Trump as an emotional manager.  Hannity’s question put 

him in a position to show his intentions are to manage a situation.  He can’t come out as a Democrat or 

a Republican – not wholeheartedly – because he does not want to damage either party. The following 

graph show his response to the dilemma of showing support to both parties. 
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This one note dominant print indicates an attempt to obfuscate.  The numeric representation of the 

same chart shows the real intention.  The motive he is hiding is the desire to help support what is right 

no matter what the consequences to himself.  He is willing to pursue a course that he knows will provide 

answers to many questions being asked about Obama, that can’t be probed through normal channels. 

The challenge and root of Trump’s problem with Obama is Trumps inability to every trust again once he 

has been used, abused or hurt.  He will remember those incidents forever and act accordingly even if it 

seems that all has been forgiven.  Not so, with Trump.  He may not come after you but you will be 

forever more held at arm’s length. 
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From his perspective, Trump is an information broker – not of “D”, see chart at the end of this Profile.  

He has the ability to bring facts to the forefront that no other candidate could dare touch.  Trump feels 

like he can “take the heat” while most other politicians could not afford to go this route.  Look for him to 

throw his support to a “fox news supported” candidate.   

Trump also attempted to deflect the idea that he is just doing his for fun.  It is not for fun, he is very 

serious; just for reasons that have nothing to do with his becoming President. 

Hannity asked if Trump would run as an independent:  The plan to use running for President as a ploy 

has begun to be attractive to Trump, especially since the polls have been very supportive.  He is enjoying 

the “flame” he is creating.  He doesn’t mind that lawyer-like move that puts him at the center of the 

controversy.  He won’t back out of this tactic from any kind of pressure.  It has been his intention all 

along just to push where others can’t.  There is also hidden information in this snippet of the interview 

about his running as an independent; much like the question about donating to/supporting both sides of 

the fence. 

 

 

The separation of the numeric levels shown below indicate hidden agendas but he is closer to revealing 

his actual intent here than with the previous question about his loyalty.  Strong points in the numeric 

chart include D and D# (information broker, desire to provide help and support) and the note of A 

(management with spiritual values involved) both of which would make him  a good leader BUT anyone 

working with him would need to be willing to help themselves.  He can’t abide sloth.  He wants stable, 

fair and just outcomes. 

Trump on Obama: – Trump is divided here but feels that justice and fair plan must prevail; he is willing 

to use his reputation to even the playing field.  Trump also knows that he doesn’t answer to anyone 
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about his reputation, in his current position, and he likes it that way.  That is a deterrent to him from 

seriously considering a run; he doesn’t want the presidency bad enough to expose himself. 

 Intellectually Trump knows Obama is bad for the country, he feels Obama is making serious mistakes 

and is unattached/insensitive to the mess he has created.  Trump finds Obama’s plans and execution to 

be greatly lacking in honor and support for the citizenry.  He feels that Obama is riding his personal 

agenda and that is he not providing the leadership people wants in a President.  

 

We could do worse than Trump; at least as an interim person with business acumen he could reign in 

Obama’s unwarranted monetary support to his gluttonous friends and supporters. 

 I don’t know if we should even be exposing this brilliant attack from behind closed doors. 

 

 

STATEMENT OF FACT: The information herein contains opinions concerning correlations between 

personality traits and frequencies found within the voice.  The computer printouts are generated by a 

computer using fast Fourier transforms and voice spectral analysis developed by the Institute of 

BioAcoustic Biology – a non-profit research organization:  SoundHealthOptions.com – 740-698-9119. 
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Thank you for taking the opportunity to experience the nVoice™ computer program.  As you speak 

into the microphone, the computer will catalog your words into musical note patterns.  Your print-

out will reflect the twelve notes of the musical scale – C, C#, D, D#, E, F, F#, G, G#, A, A# and B; 

plus the octave(s) in which you speak.  The notes, octaves and general architecture of your vocal 

graph are used to create a computerized nVoice Personality Profile interpretation for you.  Each of 

these notes has general characteristics which are explained in the chart below.  The database used 

for your analysis has been developed over the last twenty years as we collected data.  We would 

appreciate feedback as to how you think your profile matches the REAL you. 

 For this particular type of 

vocal profiling, your emotions 

can greatly influence the 

interpretation.  If you would 

like information about a 

variety of subjects, take 

several voice samples; keeping 

with one subject for each 

voice sample.   Every print-out 

will be “flavored” by the 

subject you talk about.   

 

Remember that each written 

report will reflect what you 

say as well as what you don’t 

say.   

 

Sometimes you will find 

conflicting statements on a 

report.  This indicates that 

these same conflicts reside 

within your own personality.  

As you talk about different 

subjects you will be able to 
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determine the conflicts and joys of each subject.   

 

If you doubt the accuracy of your nVoice Personality Profile, ask a friend who will tell you the truth 

about how you are perceived by others. 

 

 


